
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

PRESS RELEASE Global Swiss Learning AG 
 
Digital Swiss vocational training for abroad - now also for gastronomy professions 
 
Global Swiss Learning AG, based in Zug, is taking one of Switzerland's most important 
resources out into the world: vocational training. The contents of Swiss vocational 
training courses are prepared in digital form for various international markets. The 
online courses for bakers, confectioners and pastry chefs are currently being tested 
in China and Brazil. Digital courses for gastronomy professions are already being 
developed with the Swiss Culinary Association and the WIGL publishing house. 
 
Zug, 9. September 2021 Swiss vocational training enjoys an excellent reputation 
abroad. Young Swiss trainees regularly take the top places at the world vocational 
championships. Global Swiss Learning AG is pursuing the goal of disseminating this 
high-quality education, one of Switzerland's most important resources, 
internationally in digital form. For this purpose, specially developed online teaching 
materials are used in cooperation with local schools, through which an avatar guides 
as a moderator. 
 
Blended learning for content transfer 
The first online courses for bakers, confectioners and pastry chefs are currently being 
tested extensively in China and Brazil. The Richemont Competence Centre from 
Lucerne is responsible for ensuring that the Swiss standards for learning content and 
certification are met. In both countries, Global Swiss Learning AG is in contact with 
various universities and schools that are interested in offering the digitised courses. 
This works according to the blended learning system - a modern form of learning in 
which theoretical learning content, but also manual skills, are taught in a simple and 
cost-effective way, mainly with various forms of e-learning, but also in face-to-face 
lessons. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Now Global Swiss Learning AG is already developing the next digital courses - for 
catering professions. This involves cooperation with the Swiss Culinary Association 
and the Bern-based WIGL publishing house, whose teaching materials are used by 
many vocational schools in Switzerland. An exclusive ten-year agreement has been 
concluded with both partners. "I am pleased that we are now working together with 
the Swiss Culinary Federation and the two Swiss national teams to bring 
vocational training for chefs abroad in digital form. With the content of the WIGL 
publishing house, we will also cover other areas in gastronomy and hotel 
management," says Samuel Notz, Board of Directors and CEO of Global Swiss 
Learning AG. 
 
 
Well-known board members 
Global Swiss Learning has been able to add well-known personalities to its board of 
directors. In addition to founder and CEO Samuel Notz, the board is now chaired by 
Dr. Peter F. Weibel, long-time CEO of PwC and member of the board of directors of 
the CS Group, Philipp Ries, Google manager and digital and tourism expert, and Dr. 
Barbara Fontanellaz, director of the Swiss Federal Institute for Vocational Education 
and Training. Samuel Notz: "It is a great honour for us that Dr Barbara Fontanellaz is 
joining our Board of Directors with her fundamental knowledge. 
 
About Global Swiss Learning AG 
Through digitalisation, Global Swiss Learning AG, based in Zug, is able to make the 
content of Swiss vocational courses available online and at an affordable cost. This 
ground-breaking approach enables Swiss vocational schools to offer their 
specialised training courses worldwide. Together with Global Swiss Learning AG, 
schools thus take the step abroad and do not need their own complex structures. 
www.globalswisslearning.com  
 
For further information (media) 
Samuel Notz, Board of Directors and CEO Global Swiss Learning AG, e-mail: 
info@globalswisslearning.com  
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